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Choreographic and imagery artist, researcher of Afro-diasporic and

urban dances, extemporary dancer and pedagogue, her practices are

woven through the act of traveling.



BIO

The work is situated among the notions of transit, displacement, belonging, superposition,
memory, colors and ordinary gestures. In 2020 she created the structure NA MATA LAB.

The Divine Cypher, RAW ON, Fumaça, Meditation on Beauty, èscultura, O BΔNQUETE, COROA,
NoirBLUE, DRW2 and Le Tour du Monde des Danses Urbaines en 10 villes, are her pieces that
articulate choreography, discourse and installation. Amid her audiovisual works stand out
NoirBLUE — the displacements of a dance (2018 – 27’), her first documentary and
internationally awarded, and the essays Another Anagram of Ideas (2022- 10’07) and VÓS (2011
– 5’30). CORPO FIRME; danças periféricas, gestos sagrados is the practice she has been
developing and sharing since 2010.

Her pieces, films and research were programmed in venues as MoMA, Cisneros Institute, Centre
Pompidou, Fondation Cartier, Fondation Pernod Ricard, Museo Reina Sofia, International Film
Festival Rotterdam, FestCURTAS, Kurzfilmtage Oberhausen 65., Mostra VERBO, Videobrasil,
IMS, Fórum Doc, Afrocyberféminismes, Museu INHOTIM, BAD festival, Festival Antigel, Festival
Impulstanz, Festival Latitudes Contemporaines, Artdanthé, The future is feminist festival,
MUCEM, Parallèl festival, Lafayette Anticipations, MAC VAL, La Briqueterie CDCN, Alkantara
Festival, MASP, Panorama da Arte Brasileira, Mutants Assembly, Circular Festival, Frestas Trienal
das Artes, Lá da Favelinha, Festival d’Automne Paris, among others.

Through the work, her own and collaborations, Ana Pi has been to the following countries:
Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali, Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Angola, Mauritania,
Morocco, Tunisia, Japan, Peru, Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, United States, United Kingdom, Spain,
Portugal, Belgium, Netherlands, Austria, Germany, Poland, Israel, Romania, Turkey, Czechia,
Jamaica, Norway, Haïti, Senegal, Reunion Island*, Martinique*, in addition to France and Brazil
where her main transit  happens.



MAIN WORK TOOLS

2005 - 2009
Graduated in Dance through Escola de Dança | Universidade Federal da Bahia | Salvador - Brazil

2009 - 2010
Formation in Dance and Image EX.E.R.CE | Centre chorégraphique National |  Montpellier - France

2018
Revelation in Dance Prize | Cooperativa Paulista de Dança | São Paulo - Brazil

NoirBLUE - deslocamentos de uma dança
Prizes of the Best Brazilian Short Film | FestCURTAS BH and Panorama de Cinema | Brazil
Prize of the Popular Jury | FestCURTAS BH
Prize Ecumenic | Kurzfilmtage Oberhausen 65. | Germany

2019 - 2021
Associated Choreographer at the Dancing Museums European Project
MAC Val contemporary art museum and La Briqueterie CDCN choreographic center | Vitry-sur-Seine | France

2020
Artist Fellow for the Latin America program from MoMA and Cisneros Institute | New York - United States

2020
NA MATA LAB | creation of a juridic structure for the work

2011 - 2023
Intermittente du Spectacle | France

Languages: Portuguese, French, English and Spanish





TIMELINE

1986  –  Ana is born brazilian, from Belo Horizonte - Minas Gerais.

1998 – She started her formal practice in dance, ballet & modern dance, during 5 years at the

Conservatory Palácio das Artes, Belo Horizonte - MG.

2004 – She moved with her father to Goiás, where she integrated the Instituto Guaimbê and started

learning about multiple traditional dances from Brazil, at Pirenópolis - GO.

2005 – She started the graduation program at the Escola de Dança of the Universidade Federal da

Bahia, Salvador - BA.

2006 – Moved together with her mother in France, Paris, started studying the idiom. Also she starts

researching about videodance.





2007 – Back to Salvador, giving continuity to the graduation program, she starts to film dance with her

university colleagues and works at the mediathèque of Alliance Française in order to keep studying

french, Salvador - BA.

2008 – She works also as VJ, at clubs, underground and experimental scene, as well in video

installations connected to the urban architecture at Salvador - BA.

2009 – She integrates actions against real state speculation and the expulsion threat of the

neighborhood « Vila Brandão » , where she used to live. She got selected by the program EX.E.R.CE

2009/10, edition dedicated to Dance and Image, by the Centre Chorégraphique National de

Montpellier - France. She created the « Videodançar » methodology to work about videodance with

the teenager audience, for that she worked at the Centro Cultural Pierre Verger, Salvador - BA. She

wrote about that experience, defend the work to the jury and got her graduation degree. From the

Ministry of Culture of Brazil and the Culture Secretary of the State of Bahia she could have the whole

necessary financial support to follow the study at Montpellier. While following the program with

important artists to the contemporary dance field as Lisa Nelson, Charles Atlas and Mathilde Monnier,

she also developed the project « Desloco em Corpo & Imagens ».





2010 – She finished the study at the program EX.E.R.CE 2009/10, edition dedicated to Dance and

Image, by presenting the solo work « ponto, linha ou dois de julho » and danced the Mark Tompkin's

piece called « Puttin On A Show ». Back to Brazil, directly to São Paulo, where she integrates the #1

Encounter of Choreographic Artists of Latin America – ENTORNO, where she proposes the « Pequena

Coleção de Gestos Ordinários » a 3 hours performance for squares, made at Praça da República. She

moves to Rio de Janeiro in order to work as dancer at the transdisciplinar project « Coreografia para

Prédios, Pedestres e Pombos » by Dani Lima e Paola Barreto.

2011 – She is invited to work in France, for Marie Vialle's piece called « Les Lois de l'Hospitalité »,

working about language, migration and tension. She led a workshop on Dance and Image in the

Festival Amazonas de Dança. She also got selected for an artistic residency at the Festival IDANS in

Istanbul - Turquia. Back in Paris she starts teaching dances grounded on traditional, popular and

sacred manifestations of Brazilian culture.

2012 – She integrates as dancer 2 creations : TWERK by Bengolea et Chaignaud, premiere at the

Bienal de la Danse de Lyon, WOMAN by Annabel Gueredrat, premiere at Aimé Césaire Theatre in Fort

de France - Martinique.

2013 – She performed at the High Line - New York - to a Pablo Bronstein’s work called « Intermezzo:

Two Girls Wear Fashion Garments on a Palm Tree ». With Bengolea & Chaignaud she also creates and

performs the piece DUB LOVE, while touring other works and researching peripheral dances.







2014 – She creates « Le Tour du Monde des Danses Urbaines en 10 Villes », premiere at Toulouse, in

collaboration with Bengolea e Chaignaud, works at fashion venues with the duo I Could Never Be a

Dancer, starts to collaborate with Julien Creuzet and Fannie Sosa. She performs at the piece « 1er

Avril »  by Yves Noël Genod – Paris, while touring other pieces.

2015 – She created « DRW2 » for the museum INHOTIM, also presented Sesc in São Paulo, at this

moment she starts a fruitful collaboration with Lá da Favelinha – centro cultural . She performs the

piece « School of Moon » by Cie Shonen, premiered in Marseille, while touring her dance conference,

other pieces and teaching in various programs as the Instituto NZINGA.

2016 – She integrates actions against the coup d'etat in Brazil, from Paris at MD18. She makes a one

month and half tour in 8 countries and 9 cities in Africa, presenting her work on urban dances. She

started at this moment the creation of the whole NoirBLUE project. She creates with Julien Creuzet

the performance « Ciconia Ciconiá ». She performs at the piece « Monumental » by Jocelyn Cottencin

at Mac Val Museum, while touring her dance conference, other pieces and teaching in various

programs as Danses Partagées at Centre National de la Danse Pantin.





2017 – She premieres the solo work NoirBLUE at the Théâtre de Vanves, during the ArtDanThé

Festival. She performs at « Antropocenas » by Rita Natálio e João dos Santos Martins, premiered in

Lisboa. She had a Carte Blanche at Centre Pompidou where she invited Julien Creuzet, Fannie Sosa

and Fabiana Ex-Souza. « Périphérie & Périphériques Project » in collaboration with Lá da Favelinha –

cultural center is presented at the MUCEM museum in Marseille during the Festival Parallèle, while

touring her danced conference, other pieces and teaching in various programs as Disputa Nervosa.

2018 – Her father is made disappeared in Brazil. She is invited by Oulimata Gueye to perform at the «

Afrocyberfeminismes » cycle in Paris. She creates « COROA », a performance and installation for the

Galeria Vermelho – São Paulo, also presented in Lafayettes Anticipations – Paris, at this same year she

is awarded with the “Revelation Prize” by the Cooperativa Paulista de Dança – São Paulo. Together

with Bouziane Bouteldja she dances at his piece « Face à Terre ». NoirBLUE – les déplacements d’une

danse (2018 – 27’) her first documentary, awarded by FestCURTAS in Belo Horizonte, Janela de

Cinema in Recife, is the winner of the brazilian short-film competition in both festivals, « ecumenical

prize » at the 65th short film festival Oberhausen. Official selection for the Fórum.Doc in Belo

Horizonte, also for the Semana de Realizadores in 2018, then in 2019 at Tiradentes Film Festival,

International Film Festival Rotterdam, Mostra Pajeú, Sessão Vitrine, Mostra de Cinema Negro de

Curitiba, MOVE Centre Pompidou, 36º Panorama da Arte Brasileira, and others. She participates

exceptionally as a substitute, to the piece Bacchantes of the choreographer Marlene Monteiro de

Freitas, at the shows in Oslo, while touring her danced conference, other pieces and teaching in

various programs as Histórias Afro Atlânticas in Museu de Arte de São Paulo.





2019 – She performed at Julien Creuzet's individual exhibition « dim lights... » Palais de Tokyo. She

was one of the organizers of the « Afrocyberfeminismes » at Gaité Lyrique in honor of Marielle Franco,

inviting exceptionally Erica Malunguinho. She creates, together with her auntie, the choreographic

piece « O BΔNQUETE », commissioned by the Associação Videobrasil. Ana Pi is the choreographer

associated to MAC VAL, museum of contemporary art of Val-de-Marne, and to La Briqueterie – CDCN,

for the European project Dancing Museums : The Democracy of Beings. On this occasion she curates

an international program and invites Lá da Favelinha, Mother Lasseindra Ninja, Professor Jean-Claude

Moineau, Professor Maria Aparecida Moura, tap dancer Samuel Mwamé, Dj Yugson Hawks, to

articulate around the notions of intimacy and formality, and museum as home. She is the invited

choreographer for the work INFINITY minus infinity by Kodwo Eshun & Anjalika Sagar from Otolith

Group, while touring her danced conference, other pieces and teaching in various programs.

2020 – She creates NA MATA LAB. She starts a collaboration with Latitudes Prod. Lille, as associated

artist. She is the artist fellow of the program about Art in Latinamerica from MoMA and Cisneros

Institute and makes the first research travel to Haïti in the frame of her project entitled The Divine

Cypher. She created the choreographic installation entitled èscultura at MAC Val museum in the

frame of the program Dancing Museums in which she is associated choreographer and participated in

all the remote activities due to the pandemic context. She also creates Danse par sculpture,

matériaux divers in the frame of Nil Yalter’s solo exhibition in the MAC Val. She presents the video

essay entitled INSTITUIÇÃO_INTUIÇÃO (2020, 6'26), work produced by invitation of Instituto Moreira

Salles for the program IMS CONVIDA during the pandemic context, while touring her danced

conference, other pieces and teaching in various programs as the PACAP in Portugal.





2021 – For the Frestas Trienal de Artes in Brazil, she creates the set of works - installation, sculpture,

publication, podcast - entitled Rádio Concha together with the philosopher Maria Fernanda Novo. She

created the choreographic exhibition WOMEN PART 3 in Martinique together with Ghyslaine Gau and

Annabel Guérédrat. She presents the video essay Divino, Caminho e Sonho for the festival fluvia

SERES RIOS. She presents at the Festival Parallèle in Marseille, the essay entitled RACE with the

participation of the pianist CHASSOL and the dance company @FavelinhaDance. Her work VÓS is

presented for the exhibition Histórias do Brasil at the Museu de Arte de São Paulo - MASP. She creates

and performs FUMAÇA for the program TERRA BATIDA in the Festival Alkantara. She performs

Meditation on Beauty, specially created for the Soirées Nomades at Fondation Cartier pour l’art

contemporain, with the participation of the artist Marie-Ange Aurilin. She guided a WARM UP session

at the Lafayette Anticipations in Paris. She premiered her piece The Divine Cypher during the Festival

d’Automne de Paris, at La Briqueterie, thanks to the invitation of Lia Rodrigues, while touring her

danced conference, other pieces and teaching in various programs as the Escola Repertório de

Autodefesa and Pivô Arte e Pesquisa.







2022 – She performs RAW ON, specially created for the program Paris Performance by the Fondation

Pernod Ricard, with the participation of DJ Firmeza. She collaborated in projects of the artist Julien

Creuzet, at the collective exhibition MOVE Pompidou in Prague and his individual exhibition at Luma

Fondation in Arles, dancing for both projects with Badgyalcassie. She presented the choreographic

exhibition WOMEN PART 3 in the Centre Chorégraphique National de Montpellier, together with

Ghyslaine Gau and Annabel Guérédrat. She integrated the transdisciplinary project Usage du Terrain

together with Djino Alolo, Nadia Beugré, Nolwenn Brod, Antoine Cegarra, Marcelline Delbecq, Rémy

Héritier, Anne Lenglet, Jean-Baptiste Veyret-Logerias, Salomé Pham-Van-Hué, initiated by the

choreographer Rémy Héritier. Together with Quillén Mut and Rodolfo Opazo for Transducciones

artistic residency in the CCK - Buenos Aires - Argentina, she created a piece in situ based in the Suely

Rolnik book entitled Esferas da Insurreição, curated by Silvio Lang and Marie Bardet. She participated

to Laurence Ayi’s final performance in the frame of her thesis “Le rituel de l’habillage comme

mécanisme de transition du vêtement au costume”, presented at Conservatoire National Supérieur

d’Art Dramatique à Paris. She also integrated the Mutants Assembly in Dakar – Sénégal. She

concluded the fellowship of the program about Art in Latinamerica from MoMA and Cisneros Institute

by presenting the multimedia essay entitled Another Anagram of Ideas, exceptionally blessed by

Taata Kwa Nkisi Mutá Imê and Casa dos Olhos do Tempo Que Fala da Nação Angolão Paketan

Malembá, Salvador - Bahia. The Divine Cypher premiered internationally in the following countries:

Belgium, Portugal, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Germany. Beyond touring O BANQUETE and Le Tour du

Monde des Danses Urbaines and teaching in various programs as the 5TH ANNUAL STUDY CYCLE

SYMPOSIUM of UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS Philadelphia.





2023 – She will be teaching in PARTS, Belgique. She is a mentor for the European program In Ex(ile)

LAB. She is a tutor for the FAI-AR formation arts in urban space, working directly with Ana Laura

Nascimento’s conclusion project. She led a workshop for the artists in Post-Diplôme at the École

National Supérieure de Beaux Arts de Lyon, invited by Oulimata Gueye. The Divine Cypher will be

premiered internationally in the following countries: Spain, Scotland, Poland, Israel; and will be

performed again in France and Italy for now.





THE DIVINE CYPHER
2021 // 50MIN

A journey through the sacred gestures of Haiti, taking in bodies, futurity, dreams, images and sounds

recorded almost one hundred years ago. The Divine Cypher is at once political investigation and

sensitive poetry - a research on gestures, movements and sacred dances of Haiti through time.

For this new work, the choreographer, image artist and researcher Ana Pi invites us into a conversation

dreamed and danced with the Ukrainian experimental filmmaker Maya Deren. Throughout the 1940s,

Deren studied and recorded Haitian culture through dances, religious Voudoun philosophy and its

heritage. Nearly a century later, Ana Pi establishes resonances with the images and archives left both by

the filmmaker and her predecessor Katherine Dunham.

In a journey driven by a ferocious curiosity, The Divine Cypher invites us to contemplate, to reflect, to

exchange, weaving the imaginary movements of the past into the dreams of the future.

VENUES: Festival d’Automne Paris, Kaaitheater Brussels, Lugano Dance Festival, Latitudes

Contemporaines Lille, Bienal ANOZERO Coimbra, Impustanz Festival Wien, Alkantara Festival Lisboa,

NAO Performing Festival Milano, Black Berlin Black Widestand.





ÈSCULTURA

2020 // durational

In the light of this context which imposes more and more rigidity and restrictions on affection,

this very material essay is an invitation to reflect together on the gesture of touching and its

power dynamics. Between the idea of permanence, the practice of posing and the current

questions around the statues, the desire for movement persists and composes through a long

action a collection of gestures created in a digital, interactive way, but absolutely tangible and

real.

This choreographic exercise, initiated between the first pandemic waves, articulates the act of

restoring, exchanging, offering and receiving as an imminent collective healing of the

imaginations of our time. ÈSCULTURA integrates a series of actions developed by the artist

during his residency at MAC Val – Musée d’art contemporain du Val-de-Marne as part of the

European project Dancing Museums #2 – The Democracy of Beings.

VENUES: MAC VAL and Festival Plastic Danse Flore Versailles.





O BΔNQUETE

2019 // 40MIN

In "Symposium", circa 380 B.C.E., Platon engages in a dialogue with other men, and only them, about

"The Love", during a party. Ana Pi in 2019 invites Mylia Mary, her paternal aunt, to cook together an

iconic recipe of Brazilian culinary culture and discuss "The Love" during a tragedy. The intimacy around

the kitchen - a name that is also attributed to the group of percussionists in a « Roda de Samba » -, food

and dance serve as a pretext for these black women to dialogue about "Brazil" today. « O BANQUETE »

proposed here invites reflection on the notions of heritage, affect and resistance. Bringing to memory

essential elements of life, such as food, rhythm and love, is an exercise of a radical beauty.

VENUES: Festival d’Automne Paris, Festival ANTIGEL Genève, Festival Les Plateaux de la Briqueterie,

Mostra Verbo and Centro Cultural São Paulo.









COROA

2018 // 2H30MIN

VENUES: Mostra Verbo Galeria Vermelho São Paulo

Exhibition Le centre ne peut tenir - Lafayette Anticipations

Through an extremely perpendicular dance, Ana Pi invites the audience to appreciate the firmness of a standing

body; a body that defies gravity, the law of gravity that operates over all bodies, but also gravity that operates only

on some bodies. The name of this dance is COROA (crown), but could also be called “plumb line”, “para-ray” or

“vertex”, but it is COROA. The crown here alludes to those of the folias, reisados and congados (Brazilian Black

Diaspora cultures), this object that opened space for an entire community to reorganize their heads and continues

to do it until now. The crown is also one side of the same coin, a long time ago called by ship, which decides, which

determines the course of a future. The dimension of prayer, this thin line that is placed between two hands is

invoked by the vigorous movements of this dance belonging. The verticality of the dancing body here also

celebrates the great circle of which it is a part, a great circle of living, ancestral, missing and invisible black bodies.

The body is no longer one, there are umpteen and all those bodies are revered, temporalities overflow. COROA

activates various ideas of the black brazilian body image, more specifically of black brazilian women, in order to

provoke complexity in this terrain of often limiting representations.





NoirBLUE – displacements of a dance  (documentary)

2018 // 27MIN

In the African continent, Ana Pi reconnects with her origins through the choreographic gesture, engaging in a

space-time experiment that combines traditional and contemporary movements. In this dance of fertility and

healing, the black skin under the blue veil is integrated with space, reenacting new forms and colors that

evoke ancestry, belonging, resistance and the sense of freedom.



NoirBLUE

2017 // 50min

The color «Blue» was invisible. Some ancient languages did not have a word to define this color. Scientists

justified this absence because it was not as present in a certain nature as other colors. Most idioms, whose

blue color was indomitable at the past, the word created to define it emerged from the word «black». Black

dances exists, moreover, it is the only one to have an assigned color. What gestures would emerge if this same

etymological procedure were applied to choreographic construction? A blue dance that emerges from what is

considered «black dances», the complexity of these traditional and popular forms as well as contemporary

manifestations related to the black population of the world, in Africa and Diaspora. Space to the fiction and

the Atlantic navigation of these peripheral bodies, NoirBLUE questions notions such as the erasure, the

presence, the speech and the temporality to produce an extemporaneous dance linked to two specific colors:

the black color of the skin and the ultramarine blue pigment.

VENUES: ARTDANTHÉ Vanves, Latitudes Contemporaines Lille, BAD Festival Bilbao, Festival les Plateaux de la

Briqueterie, The future is feminist festival Brussels, Festival Circular Vila do Conde, La rose des Vents

Villeneuve d’Ascq.







LE TOUR DU MONDE DES DANSES URBAINES

Périphérie & Périphériques

DRW2

VENUES: Centre Pompidou Paris, Museo Reina Sofia, les Centres de Développement
Chorégraphiques Nationaux de France, Arsenic Lausanne, Kaaitheater, Latitudes
Contemporaines, CNDC Angers, tournées Instituts Français Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali, Ivory
Coast, Nigeria, Equatorial Guinea, Angola, Mauritania, Peru, Chile, Ecuador, among others.

Over 400 shows since 2014

PERFORMED LECTURES ON URBAN DANCES & VIDEO-CONFERENCES

With those 3 connected projects, Ana Pi offers a spectacular and educational "live" or
"online" form about the urban dances around the world that she's been researching and
systematizing its historical information. Using video projections and/or video editing, she
comments on, as well as a few well-chosen outfits, Ana Pi evokes, without pretending to be
exhaustive, the immense variety of dances practiced on the streets of the big cities of the
world: Krump in Los Angeles, Dancehall in Kingston, Pantsula in Johannesburg, Voguing in
New York... For each dance, the artist gives us information on the origin of these
choreographic practices, the sociological context that gave birth to them, the associated
musical styles, but also on the meaning they have taken and their evolution.

WATCH AN INTERVIEW :

http://www.rtve.es/alacarta/videos/para-todos-la-2/danzas-cultura-callejera-bailarina-ana-pi/5266238/



WATCH CONTENT :

https://vimeo.com/254296273

https://vimeo.com/254296307

https://vimeo.com/254296273


STEADY BODY ; peripheral dances, sacred gestures

practice, laboratory, cultivation

“ The complex ensemble of Afro-diasporic dances is one of the most enduring ancestral technologies of resistance that we
know nowadays. These manifestations, reinvented by the black population where we now understand as the American
Continent and the Caribbean territories, were for a long time categorized as folkloric, ethnic, social, popular, rural or even
urban, so that some studies could be performed. Many of these investigations, by prioritizing “museification” dynamics,
through the logics of what is or isn’t collectible or editable, ended up hiding what remains most sophisticated and free in
these emancipation practices.

In order to cultivate and expand that knowledge by the timeless and live approach, I have been guiding study sessions of
these dances that I walk with in my dna and in my professional road. Through the lab called - STEADY BODY; peripheral
dances, sacred gestures - we’ll essay the various component layers of these radical movements in what is common to all :
futurity, groove, tension, recodification and image traveling. By experiencing different traditional axes and artistic regimes,
each journey will be the opportunity to dive inside the histories, major figures, esthetics, crossroads between poetics and
politics of invisibility and the steady body.

We will collectively and creatively share the methodological and dramaturgical issues that guided the making of some of the
latest pièces and essays, such as The Divine Cypher, RAW ON, èscultura, O BΔNQUETE and NoirBLUE, to observe possible
crossings with actual contexts. While we transpire together with those Afro-Atlantic choreographic information, that
reorganize the contemporary’s World imaginaries and repair in beauty the word:  navigation. ”

Ana Pi




